Forces, bond lengths, and reactivity: fundamental insight into the mechanism of enzyme catalysis.
Comparison of spectroscopic, kinetic, and thermodynamic data for a series of functioning acylserine proteases suggests that the observed variation in deacylation rates can be accounted for by changes in the properties of the acyl-enzyme's ground state. The acyl-enzyme's catalytically crucial acyl carbonyl group is probed by resonance Raman spectroscopy. Its spectral frequency is used to gauge both the carbonyl bond length and the strength of hydrogen bonding (originating from groups making up the oxyanion hole) to the carbonyl oxygen atom. As the deacylation rate increases 16,300-fold through the series, a shift in carbonyl frequency, vC = O, of -54 cm-1 corresponds to a carbonyl bond length increase of 0.025 A. The decrease in vC = O is also consistent with an increase in hydrogen bond donor enthalpy of -27 kJ mol-1. Interestingly, this value resembles closely the decrease in activation energy for deacylation through the series, 24 kJ mol-1, demonstrating that the hydrogen bonds to the carbonyl oxygen atom can provide sufficient energy to account for the observed rate accelerations.